Solute-solvent interaction parameters by gas chromatography.
Gas-liquid distribution coefficients at ideal dilution in non-volatile solvents can be measured by gas chromatography. The numerical value of a coefficient depends on the choice of the concentration unit in the solvent and in the gas phase. The relationships between different coefficients characterizing gas-liquid equilibria are discussed and summarized. Coefficients determined at several temperatures permit calculation of the standard chemical potential difference of the solute with the ideal gas phase as reference as a function of temperature, the g-SPOT. Following the proposal of Kirchhoff the latter can be formulated as an equation with three constants. As in the gas phase the molecules of the solute have no interacting partners, the three constants, deltaH, deltaS and deltaC, characterize the interaction between solvent and solute molecules. They will be called the "solute-solvent interaction parameters". In the same system the values of these parameters depend on the choice of the distribution coefficient. Five different distribution coefficients result five sets of interaction parameters. It is shown that conversion of a parameter set to another implies additive corrections independent of the nature of the solute. If g-SPOT-s are measured in a series of solvents, the data may be used to calculate the corresponding liquid-liquid partition coefficients by electing one of the solvents as reference (l-SPOT). The corresponding "relative interaction parameters" can be calculated by simple substraction. In a second chapter the precautions are summarized, necessary for gas chromatographic determination of distribution coefficients and examples are given for interaction parameters in different systems. It is concluded that there are significant differences between g-SPOT-s related to different distribution coefficients. On the other hand, differences between l-SPOT-s are negligible.